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(CNS) [2]. CNS infections in patients without burns, such as

bacterial meningitis, are typically community onset with

infections due to Streptococcus pneumoniae and Neisseria

meningitis. In the case of head trauma resulting in shunts

or direct CNS penetration, nosocomial infections can occur

with gram negative organisms (over 50% of cases) such as

Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Acinetobacter, and also Staphylo

coccus species (25% of cases) [4 6]. The rate of developing

nosocomial meningitis is rare in the hospital without

antecedent head trauma or prior infection [7,8]. Burn reviews

have reported facial burns and head trauma as being

associated with CNS infection [4]. There are several case

reports that correlate burns with brain abscesses [9];

however, incidence and etiologies are not known. A post

mortem study examining CNS complications of thermal

burns from 1992 reported 10.1% of cases with brain abscess;

however, this finding was not present in a more recent burn

autopsy review [2]. Current published literature is not

available and prior literature fails to identify incidence

and rate of CNS infection in association with thermal burns

and head injury. We set out to find the incidence of CNS

infections in a burn unit and identify any associated risk

factors, including facial burns or CNS trauma.

2. Methods

The US Army Institute of Surgical Research Burn Center is a 40

bed burn unit which serves both Department of Defense

beneficiaries, including casualties from the wars in Iraq and

Afghanistan, and a local civilian population from southern

Texas. Burn patient care consists of aggressive resuscitation

upon arrival with early wound debridement and skin grafting.

Intravenous perioperative antibiotics are administered to

patients undergoing surgical procedures, and typically consist

of vancomycin and amikacin. Topical antimicrobial therapies

are applied to the burns, the selection of which is at the

discretion of the attending physician. All patients have central

venous access with routine replacement of central lines,

typically every 3 days. Patients are cared for in individual

rooms under contact precautions during their entire hospi

talization.

During the period of 1 July 2003 to 30 June 2008, inpatient

electronic medical records were screened for the presence of

CNS infection in burn patients and the clinical microbiology

records were screened for anyone with a culture obtained

from the CNS or from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). Medical

records were reviewed for patient demographics (age, gender,

mechanism of injury, site of injury, injury as a result of

military operations), percentage of total body surface area

burn as well as full thickness burns and body region of burn.

Evidence of polytrauma was identified in individual burn

patients and all patients with facial or head injuries were

identified. Patients with neurosurgical procedures or any

surgical procedure involving penetration of the skull, were

identified. CSF gram stains, cultures and antibiotic therapy

(both systemic and intrathecal), as well as duration of

antibiotic therapy were reviewed. CNS infection was defined

as one or more positive CSF or tissue cultures, with isolation of

specific microorganisms.

3. Results

The total number of admissions to the Burn Unit for thermal

burns was 1964 with 694 patients from Operation Enduring

Freedom/Operation Iraqi Freedom, 97.8% males and a median

age of 38 (range 19 52). Of the 1270 civilian and military (not

Operation Iraqi Freedom/Operation Enduring Freedom)

patients, 78.8% were males with as overall median age of 54

(range 11 96). From all admissions, 12 patients had suspected

CNS infections by chart review, of whom 2 patients (0.1% of all

burn admissions) were noted to have bacteria isolated from

their CSF culture, confirming CNS infection (Table 1). Both of

these patients were Operation Iraqi Freedom/Operation

Enduring Freedom soldiers who had sustained facial burns

and head trauma requiring intracranial surgery with craniec

tomies. In addition, both patients had bacteremia with

identical microorganisms as isolated from CSF (Acinetobacter

baumannii and methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus

(MRSA).

Of all patients with burns who were admitted, 560 (28.5%)

had head or neck trauma and burns. Twenty seven patients

(4.8% of all those with head or neck burns) also had head or

neck trauma. Of 1964 patients admitted, only 0.1% had a CNS

infection, 100% of whom also had trauma and burns to the

head and neck and were soldiers. One hundred and twenty

five patients had a surgical procedure to either harvest the

scalp or debride the scalp in the setting of scalp burns, out of

which 9 patients had an invasive surgical procedure that

involved penetration of the skull. Four out of those 9 patients,

received craniectomies and 5 patients had trephination of the

skull during the process of debridement. Out of 125 patients

with surgical procedures of the head, only two patients, who

underwent craniotomies, had evidence of CNS infections.

Therefore, scalp harvesting donor sites did not pose an

increased risk for development of CNS infections.

4. Discussion

Infections are the leading cause of mortality in patients who

sustain severe burns [1 3]. Multiple factors are associated with

propensity of infection in burned patient. Extensive destruc

tion of protective cutaneous barrier, presence of necrotic and

edematous tissues which tend to harbor microorganism

growth, use of equipment for invasive monitoring during

resuscitation, and impaired immunity are just a few con

tributing factors to infection [10]. This study was designed to

describe the incidence of CNS infections in the setting of burns

and associated risk factors as current data is lacking in the

literature. Our study reveals a very low rate of 0.1% for all burn

patients, and low rates even in potentially higher risk patient,

populations, including those with facial/head burns (0.35%) or

direct head trauma (1.3%), but high rate (22.2%) if the cranium

was penetrated.

Bacterial CNS infections (meningitis) are associated with

significant mortality and morbidity, with the majority of acute

meningitis cases in the community due to S. pneumoniae and

Neisseriameningitidis,with an incidence of 2 3/100,000 [2,11]. Of

all meningitis, the incidence of nosocomial meningitis is

reported to be approximately 60% [12]. Approximately 30% of
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patients with CNS infections were Operation Iraqi Freedom/

Operation Enduring freedom soldiers who sustained head

trauma and underwent invasive intracranial procedures that

involved penetration of the skull, CNS infections were not

identified in the civilian population that was included in the

study.

In the absence of systematically collected CSF on patients

with systemic infections, it is not possible to correlate whether

systemic ongoing infections are associated with concomitant

CNS infections or whether these infections were cleared with

antibiotic therapy.

In conclusion, CNS infections in burn patients are very rare

and comprise of only 0.1% patients with burns and 0.35% of

patients with head/neck burns. However, in the small

numbers in whom the skull was penetrated during a surgical

procedure 22% of the patients became infected. Understand

ing the incidence of CNS infections in burn patients provides

guidelines for preventative, diagnostic and therapeutic

actions and address strategies to improve overall burn care.
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